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Abstract
Post-conflict interventions are often promoted for their presumed positive long-term influence on
peace and justice. Concerns linger, however, that they can also let the state off the hook by replacing,
and thereby undermining, its capacity over time. Unfortunately, scholarly research assessing the longterm influence of post-conflict interventions is rare, and practitioner evaluations are primarily shortterm processes regarding individual, temporally bounded projects. This paper explores the potential
of, and challenges to, coordinated ethnographic peace research for assessing the longer-term
influences of post-conflict interventions writ large on state capacity. A key challenge is identified in
the complex interactions between projects implemented a) in parallel, b) at different scales, and/or c)
in different time periods; which together mean that any influence observed may be overdetermined
and hard to link back to a specific peace or justice project. But, as will be argued, coordinated
ethnographic peace research provides hope of overcoming these challenges.
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The Long-Term Impacts of Post-Conflict Intervention
Since the early 1990s, increasing resources have been allocated for post-conflict interventions of
various kinds. In the field of Transitional Justice (TJ) this includes substantial efforts to reform legal
codes, rewrite constitutions, retrain legal professionals, and promote the rule of law and respect for
human rights. It also includes institutions tasked with holding perpetrators accountable, including
International Criminal Tribunals, the International Criminal Court, various ‘hybrid’ courts, and
dozens of Truth Commissions. In the broader field of Peacebuilding (PB), the list is even more
extensive. All of these processes evidence the rapid expansion of the post-conflict intervention
industry,1 as well as the professionalisation of the institutions and individuals who comprise that
industry;2 estimated today to consume as much as $10 billion per year.3 However, for all this activity,
the ‘sector’ still faces substantial questions regarding its efficacy and there are two distinct traditions
of evaluation operating in parallel within the field.
As will be discussed below, while there are certainly qualitative studies, the scholarly
tradition is dominated by positivist large-N quantitative studies examining impacts across multiple
cases which claim to provide ‘generalisable’ findings, but without assessing specific interventions.
Operating parallel this are the evaluative assessments of individual projects, carried out using both
qualitative and quantitative methods by implementing organisations.4 Hence, the quantitative
scholarly work provides broad assessment of the effects of interventions across cases, while both the
the evaluative work focuses explicitly on individual projects and their specific outcomes and impacts.
Unfortunately, there is little work seeking to bridge between the two (with the exception, perhaps, of
the Everyday Peace Indicators project),5 and none of these approaches attempt to evaluate the longterm legacies of post-conflict interventions6 writ large.
This is a significant oversight, as longer-term legacy has always been of concern to
policymakers, practitioners, and scholars. Within TJ we see this in the focus on memorials, museums
and commemorative rituals which are intended to have long-term impact by influencing memories of
the past violence and in the focus on accountability for the purpose of deterrence. Indeed, proponents
of hybrid courts explicitly claim that they will have a ‘lasting impact on bolstering the rule of law in a
particular society, by conducting effective trials to contribute to ending impunity, while also
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strengthening domestic judicial capacity’.7 In the broader field of PB the regular resort to the notion of
a ‘sustainable peace’ also indicates the interest in leaving a long-term legacy. Indeed, whether rooting
peacebuilding in ‘social justice’,8 in ‘structures’,9 or in institutions,10 orthodox peacebuilding
inherently assumes the long-term sustainability of the state to be the end goal. In short, the variety of
processes administered in post-conflict contexts are not ends in themselves, but steps towards the
ability of the state to hold perpetrators accountable, to govern, and protect its people in the long-term.
However, as the focus of this special issue makes clear, the potential for interventions to let
the state off the hook by replacing, and thereby undermining its long-term capacity to form policy,
ensure accountability, provide services, or manage institutions of democracy has long worried TJ and
PB scholars. In the liberal peace tradition, it is often quite uncritically assumed that the multitude of
processes administered in parallel or in sequence by a variety of external actors will provide the
foundation for these goals. However, there are few positive examples of this operating on the ground
and, sadly, many examples of failure. Such failures must also be recognised as part of the legacy of
post-conflict interventions writ large. But, problematically, the usually applied processes of
assessment – whether scholarly or evaluative – do not focus on these longer-term impacts, and often
systematically obscure the unintended consequences from view.
It is proposed here, however, that Ethnographic Peace Research (EPR) holds the potential to
provide this longer-term perspective and to uncover the unseen and unconsidered consequences of
interventions writ large and across time, and particularly when implemented in a coordinated manner
incorporating practitioner evaluators (including local actors) focusing on their individual, and a
handful of scholars providing an overview and comparison across projects. This argument might seem
obvious to readers familiar with the valuable contributions ethnographic research has made to
understanding the impacts of TJ and PB interventions in specific cases,11 but, as is discussed below,
the lack of recognition for such research evidences how such research is marginalised from the
debate. This paper argues, however, that Coordinated Ethnographic Peace Research (CEPR) has the
potential to incorporate ethnography into evaluation, thus helping to better assess post-conflict
interventions writ large and over time.
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Ethnographic Peace Research in Scholarship and Evaluation
The EPR agenda, as it has developed thus far, cannot be considered a novel approach to peace
scholarship. It is more appropriately understood as an attempt to promote and extend the influence of
work within Anthropology examining the influence of culture in TJ and PB processes,12 and the local
experiences of violence and recovery in post-conflict societies.13 This became necessary because such
work has largely been ‘sidelined in peace studies’,14 and largely instrumentalised where it is used in
the post-conflict literature.15 This is, in part, a result of the dominance of positivist science in the field,
which Jackson argues forces Peace Studies to ‘proceed on a narrowly determined arrangement in
which the positivist method appears to be the sole bearer of “scientific” legitimacy’.16 As a result,
‘normal science prevails’ in the leading journals in the field (the Journal of Peace Research and the
Journal of Conflict Resolution)17, which overwhelmingly present studies deploying ‘positivist and
problem-solving approaches’.18 While there are well respected alternative journals which are more
open to post-positivist, feminist and critical approaches (such as Peacebuilding or Cooperation &
Conflict), these journals do not have the prestige or impact of the two disciplinary gate-keepers.
In short, while there have long been and continue to be substantial efforts made within the
field of Anthropology that are pertinent to dynamics of peace and conflict, it is quite rare to see
substantial references to, engagement with, or serious consideration of this work, or the cultural
dimensions of peace intervention in the leading journals, and the policies regarding and practices of
post-conflict intervention rarely evidence much exposure to or understanding of this research. While it
has become fashionable to make reference to the importance of culture and context in these fields,
driven largely by some key works in the critical tradition (of which the EPR agenda is an offshoot),19
this rarely results in a substantive response, in policy or practice, to other ways of living.
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Instead a nominal recognition of diversity is largely subsumed within the already taken for
granted post-conflict ‘tool kits’ and ‘best practices’ among the policymaking and practitioner
communities.20 While post-conflict intervention theory, policy, and practice are desperately in need of
more substantive understandings of the diverse cultures and contexts in which TJ and PB occur, and
the related expectations and experiences of post-conflict intervention that they drive, they have thus
far failed to incorporate approaches which might provide this understanding. The effort to develop the
EPR approach within the TJ and PB scholarship is a respond to this failure. But, as will now be
discussed, there are distinct differences between what we might consider scholarly research and
evaluative research, and EPR necessarily requires some adaption as it transitions from one to the
other. I will, therefore, first review how EPR in a scholarly register has been described, before
describing what this might mean for EPR in an evaluative register.
EPR’s Scholarly Register
Thus far, EPR has largely developed for scholarly research assessing the local experiences of
international intervention,21 and as a flexible approach to examine interactions between the diverse
actors involved in post-conflict processes across the local, national, and international scales.22 This
literature notes that EPR has many benefits for scholars of post-conflict intervention, including its
inductive and post-positivist ethos, its methodological flexibility, requirement for researcher
reflexivity, and its ability to provide thick description and assessment of how and why events unfold
as they do. EPR, in this scholarly register, is not a specific methodology for collecting and analyzing
data, but an approach which can incorporate various forms of data collection and analysis – what
Hennings described as a ‘method repertoire’23 – which commonly include methods such as semi-
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structured interviews,24 informal conversations,25 documentary analysis,26 narrative cartographies,27
and participant observation.28 This methodological flexibility opens up the scholarly register to local
scholars and non-Anthropologists, and is central to achieving thick description.
Geertz initially described thick description as the central goal of ethnography, and as the
task of deciphering ‘a multiplicity of complex conceptual structures’ which the ethnographer works
‘first to grasp and then to render’.29 EPR’s scholarly register, therefore, must include close
investigation of the context of post-conflict intervention to see the local experience of those
interventions not from an outsider (or etic) perspective, but from the insider (or emic) perspective,30
to understand ‘the meaning and significance of social phenomena for people in those settings’.31 As
such, thick description requires long-term engagement on the ground and a willingness to explore
the local concepts regarding justice and peace which are foundational to local expectations and
experiences of interventionary projects. Thick description, in short, allows scholars to explain why
and to understand how interventions unfold as they do or are experienced as they are.
While methodological flexibility and thick description are hugely important to EPR, they
are both reliant on scholarly reflexivity. Reflexivity, or the ‘critical consideration a researcher gives
to their own positionality and role in impacting on or influencing the setting or subjects of their
research’,32 allows scholars to recognise their own positionality vis-à-vis the phenomena and agents
under study. This is incredibly important for research which seeks to be sensitive to the diversity and
complexity of post-conflict settings, to adjust methods during a study in response to findings, and to
recognise the nuances of power and agency within research settings. Methodological diversity and
scholarly reflexivity, therefore, facilitate the broader goal of achieving thick description, which, in
24
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turn, allows nuanced explanation of why and how events unfold as they do across time.
However, the distance between EPR and the positivist scholarship that dominates the field,
as discussed above, is striking, and the gate-keeping role played by the leading journals means that
there is little willingness or ability to prepare the next generation of scholars to forego training in
statistical analysis and develop instead a capacity for EPR. The institutions which incentivise such
decisions, from the funding agencies and publishers to the future employers and promotion
committees, instead discount such research as un-generalisable, peripheral, and less prestigious.
This, in turn, promotes continued privileging of statistical approaches, which have proven
insufficient for analyzing how international power and influence operate over the long-term within
complex conflict and post-conflict dynamics.33
EPR’s Evaluative Register
Given these disincentives for EPR in its scholarly register, our faith might better be placed in EPR’s
evaluative register. While evaluators often deploy qualitative methods in the form of interviews and
focus groups, core elements of EPR such as thick description and reflexivity are not generally
incorporated into evaluation practices. But there are ways for practitioners to incorporate EPR
elements into evaluation in streamlined ways which, at the same time, allow the engagement of
more local evaluators. EPR evaluation, for example, might focus on Millar’s four pillars of the
ethnographic approach to peacebuilding.34 The first of these pillars, for example, is simply to start to
see peacebuilding as experiential instead of institutional. It is argued that evaluation that sees postconflict justice and peace as experiential recognises that post-conflict projects are not themselves the
end goal of intervention, but only steps on the road to providing substantive experiences; of justice,
accountability, security, peace, etc. In this vein, if the goal is to evaluate the long-term legacies of
post-conflict interventions, then understanding how people experience those interventions over the
long-term is clearly key.
The second pillar of EPR in an evaluative register is described as ethnographic preparation,
which, in turn, is discussed as a substantive understanding of existing ethnographic work regarding
the culture and society under study prior to any research. While local evaluators are at a distinct
advantage here in already having this knowledge, international evaluators employed by practitioner
organisations often have little knowledge of the local language, society or culture and they do not
speak to or engage with the local people targeted, focusing instead on English speaking elites who
may even be associated with the intervention being evaluated.35 Evaluations relying on such limited
33
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access and understanding are, to put it bluntly, never going to assess the local non-elite experiences
or the longer-term legacies of post-conflict interventions. Indeed, they will only be examining the
impact among a small range of potentially biased actors. Deeper knowledge of the place and the
people, however, through a review of existing ethnographic studies of the society, can provide
international evaluators with a greater ability to conduct grounded evaluation, while local evaluators
are, of course, usually privileged in this respect.

Figure 1: Key Components of the Two Registers

This leads to the third pillar of EPR in its evaluative register, which is local engagement, a
further area where local evaluators are advantaged. If we define the local as the identified target
community of the international intervention being evaluated,36 then we put the onus on the
evaluators to speak not only to accessible national or even local elites, but to identify the specific
communities, identity groups, genders, or age cohorts supposedly benefiting from that specific
process. EPR in its evaluative register requires engagement with these groups specifically and not
those in government or the civil society actors who claim to represent them. Again, this is a marked
contrast to the vast majority of evaluative practice, which engages primarily with elites who either
claim to represent the beneficiaries or even implement the process being evaluated, but rarely with
the beneficiaries themselves, and which generally evidence how such evaluations occur within an
internationally favoured positivist approach.37 In demanding local engagement, therefore, EPR in its
evaluative register is more inclusive also of local evaluators.
Finally, and echoing the focus on reflexivity in the scholarly register, EPR in its evaluative
register requires that all evaluators, international and local, question their own implicit assumptions
regarding the concepts that underpin experiences of interventions; i.e. their own ideas about what
constitutes justice, accountability, peace, dignity, security, etc. Such self-appraisal forces these
evaluators to recognise and begin to overcome the limitations of their own internalised biases. This
is necessary because assessing the ability of an intervention to foster experiences within specific
36
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sociocultural settings requires that both international and local evaluators see the intervention not
through their own eyes, but through those of the targeted beneficiaries. While local evaluators may
be advantaged in that they can much more easily access and understand these schemas, frameworks
and perspectives, all evaluators must question their own implicit assumptions as even local
evaluators may have internalized norms and expectations quite distinct from that of beneficiaries.
These two registers are distinct (see Figure 1), but they are also closely associated. The first
certainly requires a more substantive theoretical engagement, while the second allows a more
programmatic acceptance of the four guidelines for understanding and engaging with the local
context of intervention. Both, however, are quite flexible methodologically, and so their design and
deployment can be responsive to the specific actors, processes, and political or sociocultural settings
involved. In short, EPR must be responsive, in both registers, to diversity, nuance, and change. By
developing the approach in this way, it can be deployed by a variety of actors involved in postconflict intervention, used in response to different challenges, retain the necessary level of
flexibility, and be useful for the many different local and international scholars and practitioners
engaged in assessing post-conflict interventions. This level of flexibility is hugely important for any
efforts to promote EPR for assessing the long-term legacies of post-conflict interventions and how
they may replace, and therefore undermine, the capacity of the state to provide experiences of
accountability, peace, security or justice. This is for many reasons, but foremost among them is the
complexity of post-conflict intervention over the long-term.

Complexity and Post-Conflict Intervention
Complexity is a term often deployed in post-conflict literature – particularly in discussions of
‘complex political emergencies’38 and ‘complex peace operations’39 – and, indeed, it is a central
problematic in the contributions to this special issue. However, until very recently the concept has
seen little development within the field as ‘a theoretical construct’40 and tends instead to be confused
with simply ‘complicated’ systems, mechanisms, relationships, or situations.41 While the term is
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regularly deployed, therefore, its full implications are, with some notable exceptions,42 seldom
acknowledged by scholars. However, when we acknowledge the multiplicity of actors, intentions,
approaches, and conceptions engaged at a variety of scales in post-conflict societies by
interventionary actors, and that these various forms of intervention interact in real-time when
implemented in parallel and over time when implemented in phases or stages, while accepting that
these interactions and relationships continue and maintain over many years, then we surely must
come to recognise the complex nature of the phenomena we seek to understand. It becomes critical,
in short, that we take seriously the dynamics central to complex systems theory, which include,
among others, positive and negative feedback mechanisms, organic emergence via self-organisation,
and non-linear causal relationships.
It is only by exploring the implications of complexity (via these concepts) that we can start
to see why assessing the long-term impact of post-conflict interventions on the capacity of the state
is so difficult. Take, for example, claims that Truth Commissions (TCs) will hold perpetrators
accountable and provide experiences of justice to those who have been aggrieved during conflict.43
The claim, consistently made, is that such mechanisms will reveal the truth about past violations, or
an ‘affirmation of atrocity’,44 which will allow apology and forgiveness to be exchanged,45 and thus,
inspire reconciliation between the newly accountable perpetrator and the newly empowered victim.46
But seeing such institutional interventions as nested always within complex systems, which respond
fluidly to new incentives and restructure themselves organically in response to shifting influences,
highlights the terminal failure in such linear logics of cause and effect.
The nature of feedback loops, for example, evidences the non-linear interaction of
influences both across scales and over time. Feedback loops are signaling mechanisms between
elements of a complex system that operate to transfer information and illicit responses. A negative
feedback loop is operating, for example, when an increase or intensification of one factor (police
brutality, for example), triggers a response that serves to impede further intensification and then
reverse that trend (perhaps accountability measures leading to punishment). Such negative feedback
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loops serve to establish new stability and equilibria. Positive feedback, on the other hand, is when an
increase or intensification of one factor triggers a mechanism that serves to accelerate further
intensification. If, for example, the response to police brutality was to celebrate ‘law and order’ and
invest in further militarizing the police, then we could see, as evidenced over recent decades in the
US, a further increase in police brutality.
But, importantly, the eventual level of police brutality within society is a result of the
countless interactions between innumerable components of the system organising themselves ‘into
well-formed structures that are no part of any single agent’s intention’.47 They cannot, therefore, be
planned and predicted. This self-organisation is known as ‘emergence’, and it is an organic product of
complex systems. Such systems are distinguished by the dialectical interaction of their constituent
elements both among themselves and with their environment.48 As such, a recognition of the
complexity of post-conflict environments and systems demands that we focus our attention not simply
on institutions, regulations, reforms or any individual relationships or processes of the system, but on
the shifting alignment of associations and relationships between all of these components and between
all of them in interaction with the environment encompassing the system (i.e. with the society and
culture more generally) which, together, generate emergent properties of the system.
But even this description does not do justice to the problem of complexity for post-conflict
intervention, as it does not fully account for the fact that interventionary processes are not only
implemented in parallel, but over substantial periods of time. What this means is that they not only
interact with projects implemented contemporary to themselves, but their results – the expectations
they raise, the experiences they inspire, the concepts they normalise, the capabilities they provide,
etc. – interact with agencies, institutions, programs, processes, norms, and reforms implemented
years and even decades before or after them in an ongoing un-orchestrated complex dance. In many
ways, it is the temporal nature of the interactions involved in intervention which most clearly gives
rise to the non-linear dynamics of such interactions, as it is over and across time that the effects or
impacts of such interventions a) cascade or settle into equilibrium, b) interact with those of other
interventions administered before, in parallel, or afterwards, c) bubble up or disperse down across
the scales of intervention (local, regional, national), and d) become integrated or generate friction
with the lifeways of the society intervened upon. It is only over time, therefore, that the true
complexity of these interactions can become apparent.
If there were more studies conducted to assess such impacts, we would most surely find not
clear linear relationships between cause (intervention) and effect (experience or impact), but nonlinear interactions that give rise to unpredictable and unintended consequences. Non-linearity means
that the outputs generated ‘are not proportionate’ to their related input and so ‘non-linear systems do
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not follow a predetermined, and thus predictable, cause-and-effect path’.49 It is not, therefore, only
the number of actors or institutions involved in intervention which makes such processes complex,
but the nature of the relationships between and influences circulating among them over time. In the
case of post-conflict intervention, and particularly over the longer-term interventions which we see
in many cases today (25 or 30 years), those relationships have become deeply complex. It is for such
reasons that De Coning argues that we must recognise our inability to design ‘solutions’ for local
societies and stop trying to apply universal models to contemporary post-conflict societies.50
But what do we do if we admit that justice and peace cannot be planned? As few today
argue in support of a withdrawal from post-conflict intervention,51 we must assume that the postconflict industry is here to stay, at least for some time. Further, given the increasing demands that
post-conflict intervention be driven by ‘evidence-based policy’,52 and initiatives within the field
itself to respond proactively to these demands – including, for example, the Everyday Peace
Indicators project53 and the DM&E for Peace initiative54 – we can see that the field has evidenced
some willingness already to experiment with alternative research agendas (both scholarly and
evaluative). Taking this a step further, and, indeed, learning from the existing exemplars that serve
as evidence of the value of EPR for evaluation,55 should not be beyond our capability; particularly
when there are such huge benefits to be gained from EPR in comparison to current practice.
As an inherently post-positivist approach, EPR can play a central role in empowering scholars
to better understand the complex interactions of post-conflict interventions, both with each other and
with state institutions (and across both scale and time). As described above, the core of EPR is thick
description and the ability to explain how and why events unfold as they do. These two characteristics
help EPR to overcome the ontological and epistemological limitations of the positivist perspective.
Understanding, for example, how post-conflict interventions for justice and peace are experienced by
populations on the ground, or how those interventions replace, and thereby undermine, the institutions
or capacities of the state to provide justice through accountability and peace over the longer-term,
does not require the epistemological assumption that scholars can theorise about such effects a priori
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and test preformed theories with observational data. Quite to the contrary, explaining how and why
such interventions are experienced as they are, or effect state capacity as they do, requires a long-term
and substantive engagement with the setting and the culture, as well as the capacity and function of
the state in that context. Perhaps most importantly, it requires an openness to the unintended and
unexpected consequences of international intervention that EPR can provide.

Integrating Coordinated Ethnographic Peace Research into Evaluative Practice
While promoting EPR in its scholarly register may prove eventually to have lasting impact on the
scholarship regarding post-conflict intervention, this may not have as much impact as would be
achieved by integrating EPR in its evaluative register into current practice among practitioner
organisations. This, however, is a difficult challenge as implementing organisations are, if anything,
even more restricted in their ability to incorporate post-positivist and inductive approaches than are
academics. Indeed, the programmatic nature of intervention funding and the instrumentalist logic of
Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) for evidence-based policy encourage even more short-term and
simplistically positivist and deductive approaches to evaluation than do the problematic incentive
structures of scholarly funding, publication, and promotion. Such approaches to evaluation have long
been critiqued as overly reliant on tick-box methods seeking to ‘standardise information’,56 and for
failing fundamentally to drive reflective reconsideration of the purpose of intervention.57 Few such
evaluations call for any substantive engagement with the setting and context of intervention, and
generally remain checklist-laden processes with little ability to capture unintended or unexpected
impacts.58
As they evaluate only the most immediate impacts of a temporally bounded project, they have
very little ability to identify and capture the fundamentally complex interactions between such
interventions ortheir potential long-term negative effects on the capacity of the state to provide
accountability, justice, peace, or security. How then can we start to integrate the EPR approach into
these more programmatic and temporally bounded evaluations? There seems little logic to asking
organisations involved in post-conflict intervention to just adopt a new approach to evaluation. The
systems that are in place now have developed in response to very real and substantive incentivisation
structures regarding each organisation’s funding sources, implementing partners, capacities and
reputations. Asking for the systems that already exist to simply change would be a non-starter.
However, I propose that a more pragmatic approach might nonetheless allow a move towards an
ambitious Coordinated-EPR, or CEPR agenda.
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This ambitious but pragmatic CEPR approach would encourage M&E professionals within
practitioner organisations to add elements of EPR in its evaluative register (the four pillars) into their
own processes, which would both provide them with better programmatic evaluation (thus meeting
their obligations to funders), and develop the ability of each of these stand-alone evaluations to inform
a broader or higher-level meta-evaluation that knits together the insights provided by individual
evaluations of diverse interventions. The first step here (incorporating the four pillars into existing
processes) would not be an insurmountable challenge and, if incorporated, the four pillars would both
encourage the inclusion of more local evaluators and have great benefit for peace organisations, as
they would require that evaluators have a greater knowledge of the local context and culture, engage
more with local communities and the supposed beneficiaries of intervention, consider the local
experiences of those interventions as opposed to the institutional successes achieved, and regularly
reappraise their own culturally defined concepts of justice, accountability, security and peace. But,
more practically, this means that evaluation processes would:
1) Be driven more by local experiences, concepts, and partners, than they are by funders and
international organisations;
2) Be more flexible and responsive, so an evaluator who identifies an interesting phenomenon,
pattern, or relationship can deploy a new method, if necessary, to start collecting more data in
order to explore that observed dynamic; and
3) Be more consistent with the rhetorical claims within the field that processes should be locally
owned and bottom-up.
Of course, to accomplish this peace organisations would have to shift their efforts regarding
evaluation somewhat. But, importantly, they would not be required to expand their evaluative gaze
beyond the remit of their own specific project. They would still be focusing on evidencing the success
or failure of the project they were funded to implement.
However, the very nature of a more inductive approach to evaluation would allow these still
programmatic evaluations to play a critical additional role in that they would then also be more able to
identify the unexpected or unintended effects of their projects outside that remit and on longer-term
dynamics, such as influences on the role and capacity of the state to enforce accountability. Evaluators
assessing a truth commission might, for example, recognise the influence it had on expectations for
reparations within rural communities. Or evaluators assessing the impact of an amnesty law for one
window of time might become aware that this has generated resentment among those who were
abused immediately before or after this window. Such ‘externalities’ are usually left out of traditional
M&E processes because they are outside the set of expected project impacts or because they might
raise complicated questions for funders. Importantly, a broader perspective would almost certainly
include insights into the interaction (positive, neutral or negative) between interventionary projects
and the capacity of state institutions.
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And this is how projects carried out using EPR in its evaluative register may provide the raw
data for EPR in its scholarly register to examine the long-term influence of post-conflict interventions
writ large and across time. This broader CEPR project would focus not on the impacts of individual
one- or two-year interventions, but on the longer-term influences of each intervention, on how those
interventions interact over time, and on how each individually, and then also collectively, interact
with the roles, functions, capacity and agency of government institutions (local, regional, and
national) and civil society actors within the state. Such a CEPR project would have to be carried out
by a team with substantially more time and flexibility to pursue the relationships and patterns flagged
by the individual evaluation reports or which become apparent in the data. A very simplistic
visualisation of the structure of a CEPR endeavour, capable of evaluating the long-term impacts of
post-conflict interventions writ large (and their influence on the state) is provided in Figure 2.

Figure 2: CEPR: Evaluating the Long-Term Influence of Post-Conflict Intervention

Of course, nobody would expect that all local, national and international organisations
currently engaged in post-conflict projects could quickly change their evaluative processes to
incorporate the four pillars of EPR in its evaluative register. But it may be possible to encourage such
change in many of these organisations which, after all, do generally recognise the weaknesses in their
own M&E processes and have, at least rhetorically, accepted the importance of culture, context, and
local ownership. If that first step could be achieved, then the second step, to make each of these
standalone evaluation reports available for further analysis, would be relatively simple. There would
be issues related to intellectual property or research ethics regarding sensitive or identifiable data, but
making evaluations available for a larger project, particularly given that most such projects are funded
by public funds, should not be an insurmountable challenge. If achieved, this would then allow the
third, and perhaps most difficult step, which would be the meta-analysis of the collected evaluations.
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Those conducting this step would have to be engaged and committed over a substantially longer time
period. Certainly, more than the year or two covered by project evaluations, and perhaps (to really
examine the longer-term impacts) over a period of 10, 15, or 20 years.
The outputs from a project of this scope (step 4), however, would be incredibly valuable.
They would have the potential to both examine the differences between, as well as the interactions
among, post-conflict interventions across a range of sectors (justice, democracy, markets, services,
infrastructure), administered at difference scales (local, regional, national), and across time. The
incorporation of EPR in its evaluative register at Step 1 would allow individual program evaluation
reports to identify the unexpected and unintended consequences of specific projects, as well as
impacts from and potential impacts on other projects, sectors, scales and actors outside the remit and
time period of the evaluated project. In turn, the meta-analysis at Step 3 could use these hints as leads
indicating potential patterns of interaction or relationships between the various interventions and both
government and civil society. While there are today many studies evaluating specific interventions,
and a subset of those which describe how interventions let the state off the hook for providing
accountability, justice, peace and security by replacing and, thereby, undermining it, rarely does
research attempt to interrogate such dynamics across the timescales necessary to observe the most
important impacts, and, to my knowledge, there are no research projects interrogating such dynamics
across post-conflict interventions writ large.

Conclusion
Admittedly, the above CEPR project is ambitious and would face many challenges. Not least of these
are the political economy of the post-conflict sector and the reluctance of interventionary actors to
acknowledge their shortcomings, the desire among dominant actors for universal solutions to postconflict problems, and the short-term programmatic nature of current practice. However,
incorporating EPR into evaluative processes does not require that we overcome all of these
challenges, and could be accomplished by convincing implementing organisations that such a change
would a) continue to meet the demands of their funders, b) not substantially raise the costs in time and
effort of evaluation, and c) provide better insight into how their projects work and how they might be
improved. Based on ongoing research with six different implementing organisations, it does not seem
that there is any ideological, ontological or epistemological resistance to more inductive, postpositivist or ethnographic research among the staff of such organisations. Indeed, there is an evident
desire for innovation in the evaluation ‘space’. The restrictions on staff within such organisations
seem largely related to bureaucracy, path dependency, professionalisation, and economic
incentivisation. As a result, spurring any substantial shift in practice may be dependent on developing
new financial incentives to encourage both short-term and long-term perspectives.
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This is echoed, to some extent, among scholars, who are also incentivised to commit to
certain research agendas and carry out certain studies by funding agencies, research councils, and
foundations. But here there may also be a series of other challenges regarding ideology, ontology, and
epistemology, which go to the heart of wider theoretical debates and positions within the disciplines
concerned with post-conflict intervention. These issues, however, would not derail the kind of four
step CEPR project as described above because, while there would clearly be a need for a critical mass
of practitioner organisations to accept and deploy EPR in its evaluative register for the project to be
possible, only a small number of academics need to accept EPR in its scholarly register for the metaanalysis to be possible. Of course, the meta-analysis of the individual evaluation reports would have
to be nested within a deep understanding of the culture and context of the various interventions. The
analysts would have to develop thick description and be reflexive about their own positionality. They
would have to be flexible and use a diversity of research methods to collect the different kinds of data
necessary to follow-up on the leads regarding patterns and relationships as indicated in the individual
reports. But none of this requires more than a handful of committed scholars, and such numbers
already exist.
In conclusion, in this paper I sought to develop an ambitious CEPR approach to allow
evaluators within implementing organisations and scholars in the fields of TJ and PB to work together
to examine the longer-term impacts of post-conflict interventions writ large, including the extent to
which they replace, and thereby undermine, the capacity of the state to provide for justice,
accountability, security, and peace. While it may be relatively simple to engage in such a project
examining one intervention, in this paper I wanted to take seriously the complex interactions and
relationships between interventions, in multiple sectors, at various scales, and across different time
periods. A key challenge, therefore, is the inability of traditional scholarly work in a positivist
tradition, as well as almost all programmatic M&E processes, to assess impact amidst such
complexity. In response, I proposed that a more post-positivist and inductive approach to scholarship
and evaluation should be incorporated into both the M&E processes of implementing organisations
participating in such work (including local and national organizations), and the scholarship already
examining such impacts. In the final section of the paper I introduced a structure for an ambitious
CEPR project that would link the evaluative and scholarly registers of EPR and potentially provide
much greater insight into the complex impacts of post-conflict interventions writ large and over time.
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